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‘SEE, I AM
DOING A NEW
THING! NOW
IT SPRINGS UP;
DO YOU NOT
PERCEIVE IT?
I AM MAKING
A WAY IN THE
WILDERNESS
AND STREAMS
IN THE
WASTELAND’.
ISAIAH 43:19

THANK
YOU FOR
RESTORING
LIVES

GROUND
BREAKING
- TREATMENTS

- RESEARCH
- LEPROSY CASE FINDING

‘WE ALWAYS
THANK GOD
FOR ALL OF YOU,
MENTIONING YOU
IN OUR PRAYERS.
WE CONTINUALLY
REMEMBER BEFORE
OUR GOD AND
FATHER YOUR
WORK PRODUCED
BY FAITH,
YOUR LABOUR
PROMPTED BY
LOVE, AND YOUR
ENDURANCE
INSPIRED BY HOPE
IN OUR LORD
JESUS CHRIST’
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1 THESSALONIANS 1: 2-3

PRAYER
POINT
Dear God, we ask
that you make
leprosy a thing of
the past and bring
hope to those who
are affected by this
cruel disease.

Front cover picture:
Dr Indra
- The Pioneer Surgeon
Ground breaking treatments
that bring healing and hope
because of you

DEAR
FRIENDS
I love this time of year! With milder
temperatures, longer evenings and
green shoots pushing through. It is
a time of renewed hope and promise
of what is yet to come. Together
we share the hope of seeing an
end to leprosy in our lifetime. Your
kindness and compassion mean we
are one step closer to making this
dream a reality!
As Director I have been so privileged
to meet many special people across
the life changing projects that you
help to fund. It is outstanding to
personally see the expertise and
game changing work of our teams
in Bangladesh, that are helping find
record cases of leprosy (see pages
4-5), and in Nepal who are pioneering
new treatments (see pages 6-7) both
of which have a global impact.
God’s blessing, your wonderful
support and the dedication and
commitment of our staff across the
world are the special ingredients
that mean we have an amazing

opportunity. Together we can end
leprosy and make it a thing of the past.
It’s not too late to book a free ticket to
our supporter’s event on Friday 13th
May or why not join supporters and staff
around the world at our Global Day of
Prayer on Wednesday 11th May (details
of both events on page 3). We would
love to see you there as you partner
with us to Help Make it Zero!
Thank you for standing with those
affected by leprosy and your faithful
determination to see an end to this
destructive disease once and for all – for
your faith and hope in what is yet to
come.
God Bless You.

Joanne Briggs
National Director

DON’T FORGET MEET

AMANDA
NORMAN
CEO OF TLM TRADING

Wednesday 11th May
Sign up today by contacting the office at
info@tlm-ni.org or 028 9262 9500

HELP MAKE IT ZERO
Friday 13th May
T3 Conference Centre, Vic Ryn,
Moira Road, Lisburn BT28 2RF
Join us to hear stories of lives
transformed; stories of healing and
inclusion; stories of hope restored
Limited places available. Book your place
today by emailing events@tlm-ni.org

TLMNI office shop is closing
Like many other businesses and charities
we are facing rising costs and have had to
review all operations to ensure that they
are viable and the best way to support
those affected by leprosy. Sadly, we are no
longer able to run the small shop in the
office or provide sale or return shops for
meetings.
For those who have purchased items in
the past there are still other ways to get
your Christmas cards and gifts. Many Faith
Mission stores stock TLM products and a
greater range of cards, gifts and products
are available online or by ordering through
TLM Trading catalogue. This is a cost
effective and easy way to continue to
make a difference through your shopping
ensuring that more funds go where they
are needed most. Do make sure we have
your email address as we are running
special offers online all the time. For
readers of Intouch we are delighted to
offer 10% off any order, excluding Gifts
for Life and donations. Just enter the
promo code INTOUCH10 at the checkout
at www.tlmtrading.com

Reminder
We are no longer collecting used stamps
at the office. With the decline of post and
the rise in shipping costs it is no longer
the best way to support those affected by
leprosy. Thank you for your understanding
and support. If you have any stamps,
please forward onto TLM England &
Wales, Goldhay Way, Orton Goldhay,
Peterborough PE2 5GZ.

Tell us a bit about yourself
I’ve been the Chief Executive of TLM Trading for just
over a year now. I’m an extrovert, a clergy wife, mother
of two daughters, a cat lover, and a keen but not-veryaccomplished sailor.

What does Leprosy Mission Trading actually do?
We’re a dedicated team of eight staff, running a profitable
Christian trading company, making money for the Leprosy
Mission.

What difference have supporters made?
TLM Northern Ireland’s supporters have been amazing,
especially since the pandemic, contributing to a 40%
increase in revenue in the last two years. Our Gifts for Life
have been extremely popular with NI supporters, enabling
them to donate directly to leprosy projects by covering the
costs of essential needs. For example, for £10 you can cover
the cost of specially made soft sandals for a leprosy patient
with desensitized feet or for £450 you can provide clean
water for a village affected by leprosy.

What are the best-selling products?
The most exciting trend is that sales of
artisan and Fair-Trade products, that
provide livelihoods for disadvantaged
people, are increasing. And Gifts for Life
are another great way to bless someone
affected by leprosy. We’ve really
improved our online shop and delivery
service and are always able to help with
any issues by calling the trading phone
number. Online shopping is a safe and
secure way to make purchases to help
the leprosy mission which all help
towards defeating leprosy and supporting
those affected by this devastating disease.
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BANGLADESH
JESUS SAYS,
“SUPPOSE ONE OF
YOU HAS A HUNDRED
SHEEP AND LOSES
ONE OF THEM.
DOESN’T HE LEAVE
THE NINETY-NINE IN
THE OPEN COUNTRY
AND GO AFTER THE
LOST SHEEP UNTIL
HE FINDS IT?”
LUKE 15:4

PRAYER
POINT
Please pray for all
the newly trained
community health
workers as they seek
out and find those
with leprosy.

might seem like a world away but help from you has been
making a huge difference and is changing the landscape of
how leprosy cases are found.

The challenges are immense as
there is little community testing
in Bangladesh for leprosy, and few
health workers are trained to look
for the signs and symptoms of the
disease. We know that leprosy can
be treated and cured – but the
earlier treatment is received the
better the result will be. If leprosy
is left untreated the disease can
progress, causing damage to
nerves and through acquired
injuries to hands and feet leprosy
can cause permanent disability.
This slow suffering is so needless
but with your help we are finding
and curing people early!
Since 2019 we have been working
alongside TLM Bangladesh in a
special project to find ‘hidden
cases’ of leprosy. The results have
been staggering, as more cases
of leprosy have been found than
predicted, and more Community
Health Care Workers have been
trained to spot the first signs of
leprosy and treat those who have

Bangladesh has a population of 166
Million people. It is surrounded by India
to the East and West and Nepal to the
Northwest

981

New Community Health Workers
(including 425 female workers!)

39,639

New People Trained
in Leprosy Detection

769

New Cases of Leprosy Detected
in the first two years

THIS WORK IS CREATING POSITIVE CHANGE WHEREVER
IT GOES. IT IS BREAKING NEW GROUND AND CHANGING
THE MAP OF HEALTHCARE IN BANGLADESH.

© James Pender

A COMMUNITY SELF HELP GROUP IN BANGLADESH

been diagnosed. Critical funds,
provided by The Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT)
over the past three years, alongside
your match funding donations have
enabled a cross agency partnership
approach on the ground that trains
and equips government & local
agency community health workers
to find hidden cases. These workers
have been able to go into remote
communities where hospitals and
clinics are not accessible to bring
help to people in need.
But this project is about more than
just detection and treatment. Your
kindness and compassion is creating
benefits that are leading the way in
early case detection .

EVERY CASE WE
DISCOVER IS NOT
JUST AN INDIVIDUAL
WHO IS CURED. IT
IS A FAMILY HELPED.
BECAUSE OF YOU.

 raining Government
T
Health workers
Strengthening Government
health systems through
training.

 reating training and
C
employment for Community
Health Workers
Strategic priority to train
female Health Workers which
improves the rate of leprosy
detection in women
 educing stigma about
R
leprosy
 sing a model that is easily
U
replicated across the country
Innovating new procedures
for finding leprosy cases that
can be used in other leprosy
affected countries

“THIS IS A
PIONEERING
FLAGSHIP
APPROACH
WHICH DEMANDS
REPLICATION
ELSEWHERE ON A
GREATER SCALE.”

Nicolas (pictured kneeling) was one such person helped. He had
leprosy which was healed, but left him with some disability in his
hands. When the pandemic hit, he lost his work as a driver and
had to work for very low wages husking paddy. This led to an eye
injury, a double disability for Nicolas. Facing starvation, the family
had to sell all they had just to survive. But thankfully Nicolas met
a TLM Community Health Worker. They were able to find work
for Nicolas’ wife in the TLM Hospital, and help the family to move
to a new concrete house by supporting him to advocate for
access to the government housing scheme
Because of your care and compassion dignity and
transformation has happened in Nicolas’ life. His daughter
says “we are living a good house with new hope now”.
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Providing support services in
the form of self-help groups
to give holistic support for
people affected by leprosy.

Sunil is one of the
people benefiting
from an innovative
treatment which
will cut treatment
time for his recurring
wounds from
months to weeks.
Previously Sunil
would have to
spend months in
the hospital to treat
these wounds but
all of this has been
transformed thanks
to Dr Indra and your
kindness which has
enabled this groundbreaking treatment.
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DR INDRA TREATING SUNIL

‘ASK THE LORD
OF THE HARVEST,
THEREFORE, TO
SEND OUT WORKERS
INTO HIS HARVEST
FIELD’
MATTHEW 9:38

PRAYER
POINT
Please pray for all
our medical staff and
researchers who have
chosen a vocation to
serve those affected
by leprosy. Many have
chosen to work in
TLM hospitals despite
financial reward
elsewhere being
higher. Pray for them
and their families –
that they would know
God’s blessing and
provision. Pray that
more workers will
answer the call to
help.

DR INDRA

THE PIONEER SURGEON
Dr Indra Napit’s new method
of treating leprosy ulcers is a
gamechanger.
For the past three years, he’s
been trialling a treatment
called leukocyte and platelet
rich fibrin (LPRF) - with
incredible results.

A CENTRIFUGE IN ANANDABAN, THIS SIMPLE
PIECE OF KIT DOES A REMARKABLE JOB IN LPRF
TREATMENT.

DID YOU
KNOW?
People affected by
leprosy often have
frequent hospital
stays to cure severe
ulcers. If left untreated,
they can lead to
serious disability
and amputation. The
traditional method of
treating ulcers sees the
wound cleaned and
dead skin removed.
A dressing is then
applied. While this
encourages the natural
healing of the skin, it
can still take months or
even years.

Thanks to his new treatment, Dr
Indra is seeing ulcers completely
healed in a matter of weeks. First
used in dentistry, LPRF sees blood
samples taken from the patient.
The samples are then spun in a
centrifuge to separate the red and
white blood cells with platelets
into two layers. The white blood
cells and platelets coagulate to
create a gel membrane. This is a
precious concentration of the body’s
own healing growth factors and
infection-fighting agents.
The membrane is then applied
directly to the wound site and
covered with a dressing. The whole
process is complete in 30 minutes
and dressings are reapplied every
week.

Dr Indra knows it’s not just
the medical breakthroughs at
Anandaban that are changing
patients’ lives.

It’s amazing that so many lives are
now being transformed thanks to
Dr Indra’s work. And it’s with your
support that he and the team have
come this far.

“LPRF IS LIFECHANGING FOR
PATIENTS,” SAID
DR INDRA. “IT SEES
THEIR WOUNDS
HEAL SO MUCH
QUICKER. THEY CAN
RETURN TO THEIR
FAMILIES AND JOBS
WITHOUT TOO
MUCH DISRUPTION”.

“THERE ARE SO
MANY BENEFITS ALL
ROUND. FASTER
HEALING FREES UP
HOSPITAL BEDS SO
WE CAN TREAT MORE
PEOPLE AFFECTED
BY LEPROSY. THERE
IS ALWAYS A HUGE
NEED AND IT IS
OUR CALLING TO
REACH EVERYONE
POSSIBLE WHO
NEEDS OUR HELP.
LPRF IS NATURAL,
CHEAP AND SAFE. IT
IS ALSO A SIMPLE
PROCEDURE THAT
CAN BE CARRIED OUT
BY NURSING STAFF
AND PARAMEDICS.”
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The technique has been trialled
on more than 100 patients at
Anandaban Hospital, Nepal, where
Dr Indra is based and initial results
have blown everyone away. For
some patients, ulcers healed in as
little as a week. A total of 97% of
patients saw their ulcers completely
healed in seven weeks, cutting
healing time in half when compared
to using the traditional methods.

“Anandaban Hospital gives the staff
a lesson on what it means to love,”
he said. “We are working with people
who have often been discriminated
against and who people don’t
want to speak to. But while caring
for them, we can talk and listen to
them. It is when we spend time with
them that they start talking from the
heart.”

A TLM COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER
- THESE WORKERS ARE OFTEN THE FIRST TO DIAGNOSE AND
HELP EDUCATE PEOPLE ABOUT THE SIGNS OF LEPROSY. WE
NEED TO EQUIP MORE OF THESE WORKERS TO FIND THE
HIDDEN CASES AND RESTORE LIVES. THEY ARE OFTEN THE
FIRST TO OFFER HOPE AND ACCEPTANCE.

DEFEAT LEPROSY
TRANSFORM LIVES GIVE A REGULAR GIFT TODAY
Regular giving is the best way to support those affected by leprosy over
the long term. Setting up a monthly gift through standing order with
your bank, or through an online recurring gift transforms the landscape
and enables ground breaking diagnosis, treatment and care.
•	We are better able to finance projects over the long term,
knowing that we have a committed baseline of support income
• It increases ease of giving
•	It reduces admin costs, saves staff time and helps keep
overheads down ensuring funds go to where they are
needed most
Even a small amount monthly can make a huge difference. It costs £70
to train a community health worker. By giving £12 a month you could
train two health workers over the course of a year!

Your love can help see an end to leprosy.

The Leprosy Mission Northern Ireland
Lagan House, 2a Queen’s Road
Lisburn BT27 4TZ
Telephone: 028 9262 9500
Email: info@tlm-ni.org
Website: www.tlm-ni.org
Facebook.com/tlmni
instagram.com/theleprosymissionni
Registered Charity No: NIC106322
A Company Limited by Guarantee registered in Northern Ireland No: NI640401

